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Subscript:
O
real part of root of equation (see forml .a (12))
velocity of propagation of wave along c_ ,le
imaginary part of root of equation (see 'ormula (13))
airspeed
distance along cable
distance perpendicular to cable
angle of attack of cable
2 sinBuo
sin 2_ o
root of equation (u + iv)
mass of cable per unit length
wave length of oscillation of cabl(.
air density
circular frequency of forced oscilZatiol of cable
equilibrium value
ANALYSIS
When a disturbance is introduced at the end o_' a ic _g cable whicl
is in tension, the wave form of the disturbance re_mins mchanged as :_:
travels down the cable provided that aerodynamic forces _cting on the
cable are neglected. A physical picture of the effect c_" aero_ynamlc
forces on a cable in an air stream may be obtained from "igure 1. In
this figure a wave is shown at successive instants trave .ing down a c_b
in the same direction as the air velocity. This f_igure Dhows that if t
airspeed is considerabl_ greater than the speed of the _ lye the aerod_n =
force on each element of the cable acts in the same dire :tion as the
transverse (in this case, vertical) motion of the c_lemer _. The air f(_r
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instability has occurred has been found to depend on the type of airplane
frQmwhich the body is lowered, the flap and power settings, and the point
on the airplane from which the body is suspended. It has been thought that
this violent motion was caused by the action of the turbulent wake of the
airplane on the cable, inasmuch as the cable trails almost straight back
from the airplane at high airplane speeds. The violence of the motions of
the towed body has, however, been difficult to explain on this basis alone
because the oscillation usually appears to be small near the airplane. The
possibility was therefore investigated that oscillations of the cable
originating near the airplane might be amplified by the action of air forces
as they were propagated down the cable.
SYMBOLS
A
a
C
C
CD
d
D
F
e
g
i =  -sT
undetermined function of x
velocity of wave propagation along cable in vacuum (T_)
constant
abbreviation used in trigonomstrlc derivation (_o_
drag coefficient of cable when perpendicular to air stream
abbreviation used in trigonometric derivation
+
diameter of cable
force
base of natural logarithms
acceleration due to gravity
O
K = CDTD sin 2m o
P
S
T
t
period of oscillation of cable
equivalent flat-plate area
tension in cable
time
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negative values of m. The neglect of the reversal in _rce at negat _
values of m will not lead to any difficulty ina_auch _3 the cable w ._
be assumedto have an initial positive angle of attack __ that the an,_j
of attack will never becomenegative when the cabla per: _rms small
oscillations.
The angle of attack of the cable element is
COS _0
= _o - _x V _t
In this expression, _o may be a large angle but _he re mining terms _:
assumed to be small. Hence, the expression for a has _he form
c_= c - d
where d is a small quantity. The expression sijl2a 3 given by th_
trlgonGmetric formula:
sin2a = sin2(c - d) 1
-2
cos 2c cos 2d + :_in 2_ sin 2d
2
Since d is small, cos 2d = i and sin 2d = 2d
Hence,
2 1
sin _ = - -
2
cos 2c + 2d sin 2,_
= sin2c - d sin 2c
The values for c and d may be placed in this e_pres_ on as follow_:
sin2m
cos _o _t)= sin2_o - + s_n 2a c8x V
The relative velocity of the cable element and the air
expression:
V = Vo - _ sin _ o
If higher-order terms are neglected,
V 2 = Vo 2 - 2V o _ sin
_O
ot
( 4
is given b_
(5
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would therefore be expected to feed energy into the oscillation and thereby
to increase the amplitude of the oscillation as it travels down the cable.
The conclusion may be reached frcm similar considerations that if the air-
speed is the same as the speed of propagation of the wave no aerodynamic
effects will be present, because in this case there is no relative transverse
motion between the air and the elements of the cable. If the airspeed is
less than the speed of propagation of the wave, the air forces will have a
slight damping effect.
A more detailed analysis is necessary to determine the rate of damping
or amplification of the waves as a flmction of airspeed and also to find
whether the aerodynamic forces affect the speed at which the wave travels
down the cable. For this purpose the differential equation of motion of
the cable will be set up. The method of analysis is similar to the treat-
ment given in reference 2 of the propagation of transverse waves along a
cable where the motion of elements of the cable is resisted by viscous
damping forces.
The method of calculating the forces on an element dx of a cable
undergoing a small transverse oscillation is illustrated In figure 2. In
its equilibrium position, the cable lies along the x-axis and makes an
angle so with air stream of velocity Vo. The forces acting normal to
the cable are now determined. The transverse force on an element of the
cable due to tension in the cable is
dF(tension ) = -T + T + _x = T dx8x2 (I)
The gravitational force normal to an element of the cable, if the air
stream is assumed to be horizontal, Is
dF(gravity ) = -_g dx cos so (2)
The aerodynamic force is assumed to act normal to the cable element and is
given by the formula:
(aerody c> : CD$ V2D sln2 (3)
The variation of force with sin2a is in accordance with the concept that
the force on the cable is due to the component of relative velocity normal
to the cable. Measurements of the air forces on cables have shown good
agreement with this law (reference 3). This formula holds only in the
positive range of armies of attack. The force should vary as -sin2_ for
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may be balanced partly by gravity or partly by a _adua] curvature of t
cable, as represented by a constant portion of the first term. This
curvature will cause a variation of angle of attack aloe; the cable. A
the tension may vary along the cable. It will be essum_., however, t_:_
cable in equilibrium Is straight and that the angle of _ tack s o and
tension are constant. Calculations of cable shape give_ in reference L
that a cable towing a bod_ behind an airplane is feirly _tralght over a
large part of its length. In az4y case, the a_sls of he cable mot_
over a region of the cable should be approximately corre t If the ang]_
of attack Is taken as that existing over the portion of he cable under
consideration and if the radius of curvature is large cc Lpared to the
wave length of the disturbances that are being con_idere ..
To further simplify the notation let the trig(ncmet .Ic term
2 sin3m o
cos s o + equal 7- Also let
sin 2_ o
and
KVo 2
2T
After the stead_-state terms are c_Itted and the remainl g terms
rearranged, equation (7) becomes
o_2 Vo a 2 c_t2
Equation (8) Is the differential equation governin_: smaA . transverse
deviations of the cable fr_,its equilibrium posltlon. _his equation
differs frumthe equation for a cable with no aerodynaml forces by th_
addition of the secom_l ancl third terms, which _epe_A on .erod_namlc eff_
The equation without these two terms is the well-known_e equation.
solution of the wave equation shows that waves of arbitrary shape tra_
along the cable In either direction with the velocity a and that the
and amplitude of the waves remain unchanged as they tra_ ,1. (See, fo_
example, reference 4.)
In order to study the propagation of waves along a able in an air
stream, it will be assumed that one point on the cable _ _ forced to
oscillate sinusoldally. The cabl_ is assumed to extend TQmthls poii:t
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The aerodjnamlc force on the cable element, obtained by substituting
the value for sin2_ from formula (4) and the value for V2 from
formula (5) in formula (3), is as follows:
dF(aerodynamic)
P (V - 2Vo _t sin _ol[sin2cq3 -G_
= CD_D 0 2 +
cos 8ii olVo 8y sin 2_
- _-_ sin ao
dx
If higher-order terms are neglected,
P
dF(aerodynamic) = CD_ DVo 2 dx sin2_o 8y CD p
- -_ -_DV'o 2 aT sin 2_ o
_YCD p ( )
" _q 2 DV° sin 2_ o cos _o + 2 sin3_ o dx
(6)
For brevity, let
P
K = CD_-D sin 2_ o
The equation of motion of the cable element, obtained by equating the
force due to tension, equation (1), the gravitational force, equation (2),
and the aerodynamic force, equation (6), to the inertia force on the
element, is
T 32y-
8x2
P
_g dx cos ao + CD_-DVo 2 dx sin2ao - 8y KVo2dx3x
8y KV ° cos mo + sin "dx =
8t 2_ o / 8t 2
(7)
The term dx may be canceled. The resulting equation is one of the
differential equations governing the shape and motion of the cable.
Another equation, obtained from the equilibrium of forces acting along
the cable, would be required to obtain a solution for the cable shape.
This additional equation will not be used in the present analysis, however,
because this analysis is concerned only with the motion of the cable, which
involves deviations from its equilibrium condition. For the same reason,
the steady-state terms will be dropped from equation (7). When the cable
is in equilibrium, the steady aerodynamic force, given by the third term,
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Let _ = u + iv. The following expressions are found or u and v :
1 2 1 m2 - 7:
v =± - T] + - 'rI + -/.o2
By combining the solutions for the dependence of ;he c_ ole position _
values of t (equation (9)) and x (equation (IIL)), _e motion of ;i
cable is represented by the expression
y = Ce(U+IV)x+imt
Or, if the real part of this expression is taken _s th_ actual motio_
the cable,
y = Ce ux cos (_t + vx)
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The solution for the motion of the cable, eq_tio_ (14), indica _
that trains of waves are traveling up and down th_ cab_ _ from the or g
where the sinusoidal disturbance is applied. The wave_: traveling d_xz
correspond to a negative value of the term v, and tho_ .3 traveling u_
correspond to a positive value, as explained in r_fere: _e 4.
The value of u, which determines the rate of inc; _ase or decre_._
amplitude of the waves with distance from the ori_in, _3 different f_,:r
the two sets of waves, because of the occurrence of th,_ term v in
expression for u (formula (12)). When v is positi_,_, corresponck
to waves traveling upwind, both terms in the fcrm__la f<:_ u are pos:it
The amplitude of the oscillatlons 2 which is propoftio_ L to eux, al_a
decreases with increasing distance upwind from th_ ori_: in because th::
direction corresponds to negative values of x.
When v is negative, corresponding to waves traw Ling downwind
terms in the formula for u have opposite signs. For _ values ,_I
airspeed, u will be negative, and the oscillation wi_ L therefore _¢
with increasing distance downwind from the origin:, bec_ _se this dire_t
±
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to infinity in either direction. A solution will be obtained for the
resulting steady-state oscillation of the cable.
In a stea_y-state forced oscillation, all elements of the cable
oscillate with the forcing frequency. For purposes of an_sis, this
oscillation is represented in the exponential form:
y = Ae imt (9)
where A is a function of x. This expression gives the time dependence
of the motion of the elements of the cable, hence
= Aia_ k°t = Imy
8t •
and
2y = _k 2ei_t = __2y
8_2
If these expressions are substituted in equation (8), the equation becomes
- o
_x2 Vo
(lO)
The solution of this equation gives the position dependence of the motion
of the cable elements. This solution has the form:
y = Cexx (ii)
k areIf this value is substituted in equation (I0), the values of
obtained as roots of the equation
k2 -2T]X- 12--qZVoi_-'_I= 0
whence
k=_+ Q _2•rl2 + 2'rl7 :gin - --
vo a2
This expression must be separated into its real and imaginary parts.
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the velocity of wave propagation, waves traveling iownw nd will be da[}
Whenthe airspeed is greater than the velocity of _ave ropaga_ion, w_
traveling downwindwill increase in amplitude.
In the practical problem of an airplane towiL_ a b lY by means c _
cable, disturbances introduced at the airplane trarel d _nwind alor@ _
cable until they reach the bod_. A part of these _aves is then refle_
upwind, the nature of the reflected wave dependir_ on t _ amount of r _
provided by the bod_. The solution shows that the wave traveling up_
well dampedcomparedto the waves traveling downwi:Id. 'ae amplitude _
waves near the airplane, and in practice, over the grea _r part of th_
cable, may therefore be studledby considering on_r the _aves moving L_
wind and neglecting the reflected waves or the nature o the restrain_
far end of the cable. The value of u is proportional _o _ (forzu _
But
P
_2_ CD_- DV°2 sin 2_ o
_= = 2T
For small angles of attack, sin 2_ o is proportional to _o" Hence f _:
small angles of attack, the value of u, which det_rmln_ 3 the rate of
amplification of the oscillations, is proportional to _ _. A towed c_
will ordinarily be pitched with respect to the air stre_ n but not yaw _
Any oscillations that occur would therefore be exl>_cted to take place ]
vertical plane. In practice, the unstable motion )f to_ ,_d airspeed h.:
at high speeds has been observed to involve longlt idina_ motions pre-
dominantly.
i
The predicted lack of amplification of oscill_tlon_ at zero angl.
attack results from the assumption of infinitesimal osc_ _atlons and :_
the assumption that the aerodynamic force varies a_ si_ -_. Thus, th_
lift-curve slope for the cable is assumed to be zero at _,ero angle of _
It may be expected that oscillations of finite ampLitud_ will be ampl_! _
even at zero angle of attack because such oscillations _ .ll result in t
develol_nent of aerodynamic forces on the cable ele_nts.
Typical effBcts of airspeed on waves travelin_ alo_ _ a towed cab_i_
have been calculated. The characteristics of the (:able _ere taken as t
of a cable used in conjunction with towed airspeed head_ These char_c
teristlcs are as follows:
D, inch .......... _ ............
, slug per foot ..................
T, pounds .......................
C D ° • ° ° ° • ..................
P, slug per cubic foot ................
.... O. (C
,,.I°°
.... 0.( _
: =
J
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corresponds to positive values of x. For high values of airspeed, however,
u will be positive, and the oscillation will increase with increasing dis-
tance downwind from the origin.
The wave length of the disturbance propagated along the cable is
The period is
Hence, the velocity of propagation of the waves is
A go
P v
go
If U is substituted for - -
v
formula becomes
in the formula for u (formula (12)), the
The value of 7
small values of 6 o
the value of u
U=1 l -
is plotted as a function of s o in figure 3. For
the value of 7 is very close to 1.0. In thls case
is approximately
u= _ -
\
The value of _ is proportional to Vo 2 The dependence of the value of
on the velocity is therefore given by an expression of the form:
u
J
2
u _ V o - UV o
It may be seen that when V o = U (that is, when the airspeed is the same
as the velocity of wave propagation) the value of u is zero. Under these
conditions a disturbance travels downwind along the cable without change in
amplitude. The solution therefore agrees with the p_vsical concept that
for small angles of attack the aerodynamic forces will have no effect when
the wave moves at the same speed as the air. When the airspeed is less than
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cable elements to have a componentof motion parallel tc the wind dire¼_
Dampingforces are produced by this motion which c_use t e speed for
instability to increase again.
An attempt has been madeto determine whether the _ edSctions of _
theory are in reasonable agreement with the observed ch_ 'acteristlcs cf
towed airspeed heads. It was mentioned previously that he maximumsle
at which a towed airspeed head of the type described has been success_u
used dependedon the type of airplane from which it is _ Lspended, on tl]
flap and power settings, and on the location fromwhich t is lowered.
a large airplane in the flap-down condition, which woul_ be expected _c
produce a large disturbance in the wake, the airspeed hc Ldhas become
unsteady at speeds as low as 135 miles per hour. 7n thi_ case the mo_:i
was both lateral and vertical. In the case of an airpl_ _ in the cle_n
condition in which the airspeed head was lowered from a _osition near
trailing edge of the wing, the head becameunstable_ at ] i5 miles per _c
The maximumspeed at which such an airspeed head has ew' been known _c
remain stable is 275miles per hour. Whenthe ins_.abil_ _y occurs at I I
speed, it involves vertical motions predominantly.
Consideration of these facts leads to the bel_ef t}_t when the
instability occurs at low speeds it may be due largely _ _ the direct
effect of disturbance in the wake; whereas when it occu_ _at high spe_c
it is probably the result of a _ oscillation c_used _y a disturb_c
acting on the cable near the airplane and amplified by _ le air forces
acting on the cable. Inasmuch as the amplitude of the z )rcing motion i
unknownin any particular case, a definite correlation I _tweenthe th_c
and the observed characteristics of the airspeed h_ad i_ not possible_
The agreement of the theory with the observations _v b_ shownto be
reasonablej however, on the basis of the very rapid incs _ase in ampliJL_
tion if the speed is increased beyond the values which } _vebeen reac}e
in practice.
The curves shown in figure 4 are for a cable which Ls assumedto L
straight. Usually, the cable will be curved. In .nrder _o estimate t_c_
rate of amplification of a wave traveling down a c_rved :able, it wo_d
be necessary to divide the cable into a series of _egme___seach of whLc
might be considered straight and to estimate the azplif_:ation taking _
in each segment. This calculation may be madewith the _id of a seri_
of curves such as those shownin figure 5, which present_ the cable l_z
required for a disturbance to double in amplitude as a Auction of ai]._
for various angles of attack of the cable. These <:urve_were compute_.
the samecable characteristics as those assumedpreviously.
Calculations have been madeto indicate the charac-_rlstics of ti_
assumedcable and airspeed head at an airspeed of 270 _.Les per hour _
this speed is close to the maximumspeed at which ohis _[rspeed head _
been successfully used. The equilibrium shape of such _ cable 200 fe_
=
i
L
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In estimating the speed of propagation of the waves fram the value of
(formula (13)) it was found that the term _ was very small compared
Vo 2
with other terms in the expression. The value of v then is almost
exactly
v
Furthermore, for values of _ corresponding to frequencies greater than
3 cycles per second, the value of _2 is small compared with a__. For the
a2
assumed cable, then, and for frequencies of oscillation greater than 3 cycles
per second, the value of v is approximately
The velocity of the waves is therefore
tO
U= ---= + a
V
Hence the velocity of propagation of the waves is nearly the same for the
towed cable in the air stream as it would be for the cable in a vacuum.
For the cable under consideration, a = 135 feet per second or 92 males per
hour.
At small angles of attack, the waves traveling down the cable will
be amplified at airspeeds greater than 92 miles per hour. In order to
show the extent of the amplification at various airspeeds and angles of
attack, the amplitude of oscillation at a point on the cable 200 feet from
the point of attachment to the airplane has been calculated for a unit
amplitude of disturbance at the point of attachment. These results are
shown in figure 4.
These curves show that for each angle of attack of the cable, the
amplitude of the oscillation increases very rapidly as the speed is
increased beyond a certain value. This rather abrupt onset of violent
motion above a certain speed is apparently in accordance with the observed
behavior of towed airspeed heads. The speed at which the oscillation is
rapidly amplified is shown in figure 4 to decrease as the angle of attack
of the cable is increased up to about 30 ° , but this speed increases slightly
at 45 °. Th9 initial reduction in the speed for Instabilit# is caused by
the increase of lift-curve slope of the cable with increase in angle of
attack. At large angles of attack, however, the oscillation causes the
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cable. This method would reduce the cable angle and Incr ase the speed
Rropagatlon of waves. It would also reduce the response f the bodj tc
given cable disturbance. A possible disadvantage of this method would _
that of allowing the cable to be more influenced by the w_ke of the air p
This problem mlght be avoided, however, by supportlzg the cable on a st z
below the fuselage so that it would remain clear of the w ke at all tlm_
The preceding discussion has been concerned malnly w th towed airs:;
heads. The applications of the theory to other towed dev ces, such as
gliders and targets, is now discussed. A towed airspeed _ead is ordlns7
a small, heavy, streamlined bod_ whioh has small drag in omparison witi_
its weight. As a result, this type of towed bod_vintrodu es a tension
force at the far end of the cable which is fairly indepen ent of airspe_
On the other hand3 gliders and targets have relatively la ge drag° Thee.
bodies cause a tension force in the cable which increases as the square
the airspeed. The speed of propagation of waves along th cable, given
by _T/_, would therefore increase directly with the airs eed. It has
been shownthat the cable oscillations will not be ampllfed if the spe_
of the waves is greater than the airspeed. If the drag o_ the towed bo._
is sufficiently large, therefore, the cable oscillations _ill be stable
ar_ airspeed. The equivalent flat-plate area of the bod_ required to m_
the velocity of the waves equal to the airspeed is
Z
S = 1.56 _
P
In practice, a smaller drag mlght be sufficient, ina_nuch as the cable
oscillations are not amplified rapidly until the airspeed is considerab __
greater than the speed of wave propagation.
No cases are kno_n in which cable oscillations mare roved undesir_!
in the towing of gliders or targets. In these applisatia:s, the drag of
the towed bodies has presumably been great enough to prov de stability :_
cable oscillations.
£
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been found from a theoretical study of t_ae os lllations of
towed cable, that oscillations traveling dawnwlnd along t a cable are a:s}
by aerodynamic forces when the airspeed is greater taan ti_e speed of pr_ _
pagatlon of waves along the cable. The oscillations are lightly dampe i
when the airspeed is less than the speed of wave propagat:on. Waves
traveling upwind along the cable are always damped, and t e damping inc "_
with increasing airspeed.
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long when it is towing a 15-pound airspeed head has been estimated by
means of a step-by-step solution. This analysis showedthat at an airspeed
of 270 miles per hour the cable is essentially straight over all except
the final 30 feet of its length. The straight portion of the cable trails
at an angle such that the cable weight is supported by the aerod_vnamlcforce
on the cable. This angle varies inversely as the speed and is 5° at 270
miles per hour. The final 30 feet of the cable hooks down slightly due to
the weight of the airspeed head. The tension in the cable increases
from 16 pounds at the lower end to about 45 pounds at the airplane. The
amplification of waves traveling downthe cable may therefore be estimated
quite well simply fram the curve of figure 5 for a tension of BOpounds and
an angle of attack of 5° • This curve indicates that the amplitude would
double each 52.3 feet, so that at a point 170 feet from the airplane, the
amplitude would be about 9.5 times the forcing amplitude. This amplitude
would probably be doubled again in the more steeply inclined portion at
the end of the cable, though accurate estimations of the motion near the
end have not been attempted, because reflected waves probably influence
the motion in this region. It may be concluded, however, that an amplifica-
tion of roughly 20 times the forcing amplitude would occur at this speed.
The rapid increase in amplitude with furthsr increase in speed makes it
appear reasonable that 270 miles per hour is close to the maximumspeed at
which this type of airspeed head may be used.
Methods of increasing the speed at which instabillty of a towed body
ccc_rs may be examined on the basis of the theory. Onemethod which has
been suggested is to increase the weight of the towed bod_. This method
has been proposed with the object of causing the cable to hang at a steeper
angle so that it will be less influenced by the wake of the airplane. It
has been shown, however, that very large increases in weight over that
ordinarily used for airspeed heads would be required to influence appreciably
the cable angle at the airplane, inasmuch as the major portion of the cable
is nearly straight and hangs at an angle determined by its own weight
rather _Lh_nby the weight of the suspendedbod_v. Also the increased weight
would increase the length of cable inclined steeply to the air stream,
thereby increasing the amplification of waves. Onthe other hand, increasing
the weight of the body would increase the cable tension, which would have
the beneficial effect of increasing the speed of propagation of waves along
__e cable which i_ equal to _/_. Finally, a heavier body would respond
2es_-violently to cable oscillations, so that larger cable motion might
b_- possible without bein_ objectionable. Despite these advantages, it
does not appear _hat increasing the weight of the towed airspeed head within
practical limits would greatly increase the speed at which it would remain
sLead_-in view of the rapid increase in cable instability with increasing
speed.
A more promising means of increasing the speed at which violent motions
of airspeed heads occur appears to be that of reducing the weight of the
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Successlve instants of time
Direction of motion of _,_ave
Figure I.- Motion of cable element as wave travels d rn cable.
Y
\
Figure 2.- Forces acting on an element of th_ cable.
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This theory provides a possible explanation for the violent motions of
towed airspeed heads which appear above a certain speed. These oscilla-
tions are attributed to cable oscillations which originate near the airplane
and are ampllflod by aerodynamic forces as they travel down the cable.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Air Force Base, Va., November 15, 1948
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